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Give to everyone, musicians and fans,

the opportunity to use 

guitar and bass straps and accessories 

with high added value, in which:

italian design, style, passion for music,

high quality of raw materials and

authentic Made in Italy,

are the fundamental values.

The use of excellent raw materials and

local skilled labor, combined with

artisan customization interventions and

of artistic interpretation,

represents a new cultural approach

in the creation of Italian Style products

able to foster and spread the

 passion for music, in every event

and in what it represents, for each person!
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Musik Center Sursee CH 
Ph. Antonio Maiorano

Embossed Flores - Embossed Snake

With our 100% Made in Italy creations, we communicate an unmistakable and recognized message, which belongs to 
the Italians always, because it is part of who we are. Our Italy is unique: art, nature, fashion, architecture, design... not 
by chance!  Italians are visionariy, full of inventiveness, style, passion for beauty. A truly unique passion, like our idea 
of music: art that people share for taste, fun, excellence and quality.  The same values inspire our work and guide us in 
what we think and we create for you: Magrabò handcrafted creations. 
In Magrabò quality and manual skills are the essential and fundamental elements! 
Everything is designed to always offer you the best of what we do!  
For us, quality means loving music, getting to know our customers, talking to them, tell the story of materials, and 
processing, but also all that explore style and craftsmanship for creation of timeless objects, to live with and work 
successfully every day. 
This is value, cultivated over time!  Magrabò is our desire to continue to live and transmit these sensations, day by day 
with dedication and passion, through the primitive craftsmanship with which we express our emotions.

“True Music-Made in Italy”... ...with music in our heart

Handcraft quality
All the production is realized in Italy. Not by chance, but by choice and will.

Traditions and crafting as starting point to creations that nurture Italy’s culture as value and wealth.
A strong character, a strong identity by which Magrabò arises as the handmade product, 

with an emotional, essential and unique design.

Handcraft Quality
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MUSIC WALL - Pizzighettone

ACOUSTIC GUITAR VILLAGE - Cremona ADGPA - Treviso

SHG MUSIC SHOW - Milano

We start from guitars, to reach the musicians!
We like to treat well our musical instrument, we have often dealt with sacrifices, with  waitings

to buy the guitar or the bass we have always dreamt. Selectioned season woods, hand polished bodies and necks, special paintings, 
inserts, pick up manually covered, hand made electric wiring, everything assembled piece by piece, and more and more...
All this cultural heritage needs to be favored with something equally valid and precious, that can not only favor, but also

promote and exalt the magic created between musician and instrument once they play.
Magrabò Show Room

We participate in the main trade shows.
On the website www.magrabo.com you can find 
the updated list of future events and shows.Fairs and Events    

Show Room
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Some phases of artisanal creation of the 
Magrabò Guitar Straps.
Creativity and craftsmanship are the basis 
of our daily doing, to give you, musician, 
accessories at the level of your passion!

Handcraft Quality

Only with the highest quality and a piece of creativity we can speak to a world of ideas, by telling emotions and 
handcrafted memories.

Our music passion, our desire to do, our design, the handcraft art, the fine materials, pushed us to create objects 
for a 100% Italian Brand, and make all of this the cradle of the oldest traditions in the working of leather, the 
land rich in culture,history, art, architecture and design.

We thought, for our brand, to an unique name with a strong lure to a magic and fantastic world.

Magic, as the music, with these emotions that music gives us. Magic as the leather, in all of its uses, all of its 
shapes and all of its finishes that man has given to it since its origins.

Magrabò: unique pieces, each with its characteristics, peculiarities, veinings, shades... and history.

Shapes, shades, leather manufactures are studied, realized and tested to a better matching with finishes of 
guitars and basses to end up obtaining an armonic and style bond between instrument, strap and musician!

Why Magrabò
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DAVIDE VACCARI gear
Ph. Alessandro Bovo

GODIN GUITARS
Lucky Music Milano

ANDREA MORATO gear

ANDBAD - Vicenza

DAVIDE VACCARI gear

FEDERICO MASSA gear

The design of  Magrabò products is minimal,  essential, studied 
to  give space to fine materials,  manufacturing, accessorizes 
and to guarantee  the best comfort  for  your performances.

Magrabò Style Lab

Magrabò Style Lab 
researches, develops and 
realizes new ideas,
new items and accessories
intended to improve and 
enrich the lives of 
our customers.
A creative forge of design 
and Italian craftsmanship
at the service of the poets
of music and their magic.
We choose leather with
care and great responsibility
to create unique guitar straps,
each with its own
unmistakable distinctive style.

The Magrabò creations
differ in Line and
Material/Finishes.

In this wide range,
the musician will be able
to find the right product
for his instrument and
for his image.

In the Magrabò Style Lab we focus our know-how in 
developing techniques to have even more better designs 
and better offline and online comunication.
At Magrabò the study of finishes and shades of the 
instrumens has a very fundamental importance to 
develop accessorizes and straps which can be  succesfully 
matched to every guitar and every bass in the market.

The production and communication process is developed 
internally in our small company: prototyping, production, 
photography, video, graphics, social media, website, 
product configurators, e-commerce, packaging, 
logistics and shipping, are followed internally to give the 
customer a immediate and competent support.

This flexibility allows us to help our clients in developing 
requests of customization of products in the short run.
Magrabò staff studies and develops continously 
new products and accessorizes following 
the Magrabò Life Style.
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HS Paint 
Tie Dye Fold

TS Paint 
Tie Dye Knots

HS Paint 
Tie Dye Fold

Vintage VS 
Buttons

Vintage VS 
Buckle

Vintage VS 
Buckle

TS Core GrigioTS Stone Washed 
Mogano

TS Core Bianco
Combinations
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Specials

Specials

Holes HS Metallic Special 
Bicolor tails

Holes HS Colors Special 
Bicolor tails

Vintage VS Special 
Spallaccio BicoloreTwin Buckle TS 

Embossed Special 
tone on tone stitching

Twin Buckle TS 
Embossed Special 
tone on tone stitching

Stripe SS Special

Stripe SS Special

Twin Buckle TS Special 
Bicolor tails and custom buckle

Magrabò “Special” guitar and bass straps 
can be obtained by mixing the type and color of the 
leathers, buckles, colors of the thread used for the seams 
and much more
Each musician can “compose his own strap”!
In particular, starting from the models in the catalog 
it is possible:
- combine colors and finishes of the leather
- change the color of the seams
- use leather instead of suede (to obtain the natural sliding 
   of the instrument during performances)
- change the buckle model with others in the catalog
- create queues with length on request, etc ...
- add elements such as pick holder, wireless holder, harmonic 
holder or bottleneck, etc ...
The straps shown in these pages are just a few examples of the 
many possible variants.
You will find more variation suggestions in the next pages.
To request your variant write to: info@magrabo.it
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Stripe SC e SS Special

Holes W4 Special

Twin Buckle TS Special

Stripe SC Special

Stripe SC Special

Stripe SC Special

RAIMONDO LAMANNA Gear 
Twin Buckle Embossed Grifo Bronzo 
Special Queen Buckles
in Antique SIlver finish

Gian Lorenzo Magarò gear 
Twin Buckle TS Core Marrone Scuro Option

Ph. Oddo Boni

Stripe SC Special

Specials
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Holes HS Stone Washed Black Strap
personalized with white leather 
letters sewn by hand.

Holes HS Guitar Straps with hot-stamped initials

Custom Branding

With Magrabò “Custom Branding” we means adding 
personal or distinctive customer elements that make the 
strap even more unique and recognizable.
Today you have the opportunity to have a 100% Italian 
product with high added value, customized with your 
brand supported by all the Magrabò quality.
You can make personalized straps and key chian for you, 
for your band or for your customers, with your logo, your 
signature or a photograph.
Hot print, digital color print on light or dark backgrounds,
hot impression, hand painted customisation, the
application of metallic accessorizes and so on..!
On these pages you can see some examples of possible 
customizations.

Buttons BS Guitar Strap with pick holder, 
finger pick holder, digital logo print.

Hot impression personalization 
Riky Perin 

Ph. Michele Maculan18 19



Holes HS custom 
personalized with 
hot printing for 
FOJA Rock Band

Personalized Guitar Straps 
and Key Chains for COSTALAB

Personalized Holes HS 
Core straps for B&G

Holes HS Stone 
Washed with hot 
printing
customization.

Printed guitar straps and key 
rings hot with brass system

Hot stamped guitar strap
by means of a brass implant

Twin Buckle and Stripe Core straps customized in 
hot stamping and by applying metal plates with 
the Agostin Custom Guitars brand.

See Signature line

See Signature line

See Signature line

Custom Branding
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Straps Holes HS Core White
customized with personal 
musician’s phrase

Straps Holes HS Core Brown
customized with 
Laser engraving

Holes HS Black and White 
straps personalized with 

Rossano Eleuteri Brand

For Magrabò the knowledge of print and 
treatment techniques of leather allows the 
creation of high quality personalisations,
using fine materials.

Custom Branding

Holes HS Core strap pyrographed by hand based 
on a musician’s drawing

SIgnature guitar 
strap Marco Fanton

Guitar strap in digital 
printing made by drawing
customer’s original

Magrabò BLUES pocket emptier
custom Marco Fanton

Magrabò is able to carry out branded 
productions on request with printing 
or metal reproductions on customer 

specifications.
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Signature Agostin Custom Guitars

Stripe SS Core Black 
Signature Agostin Custom Guitars

Twin Buckles TS Core Brown 
Signature Agostin Custom Guitars

Custom Branding
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Custom BrandingCustom Branding

Example of customization of the Magrabò key chain-pick pouche

At the request of Frog Amplification we have 
ventured into the design of headboards.
Nick’s need was to give the product Frog a further 
confirmation of its artisan identity, equipping it 
with exclusive handles with design and typically 
Made in Italy manufacturing.

We also achieved
some cute keychains
branded with the
FROG logo to be used 
as a gadget

some stages of processing

Example of customized Keychain
with customer’s imprinted logo 
or with application of enamelled 
metal mark.

To request offers and quantities, 
write to: info@magrabo.it
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Holes HS Core Giallo 
Ph. Oddo Boni

Model

HOLES HC - HS

Designed by Magrabò Style Lab, the Holes HC (Single Cut) and Holes HS (Sewed) Straps for Guitar 
and Bass, available in 4 - 6 - 8 - 10 cm widths, they are equipped with the classic “slots” adjustment 
system without buckles and metal parts.
Thanks to the 8 slots and the spacing of the tail end holes, they offer excellent adjustment 
possibilities with 2 cm steps. Made of high quality genuine cowhide leather, in most cases with 
Certified Vegetable Tanning in Tuscany, the Holes HC straps are made from a single piece of 
leather of adequate thickness, cut and left natural without seams.
The Holes HS straps are made up of two layers of leather coupled, cut and sewn on the perimeter. 
The lower layer is made of suede to ensure excellent stability to the instrument and perfect 
on-stage comfort. Each strap is handmade with traditional artisanal techniques.

Holes
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ALUSONIC BASS & Buttons BS Core
Ph. Oddo Boni

ROMANO BURINI GUITARS & Buttons BS Core
Ph. Oddo Boni

Designed and created by the Magrabò Style Lab, the Buttons BC (Single Cut) and
Buttons BS (Sewed) Guitar and Bass Straps are distinguished by their innovative and exclusive 
“button system”. Thanks to the 5 buttons applied, they can be adjusted in length through a simple 
movement with 2 cm steps. They are available in the widths 2.7 - 5 - 7 cm.
Made of high quality genuine cowhide, in most cases with Certified Vegetable Tanning in Tuscany, 
the Buttons BC straps are made from a single piece of leather of adequate thickness, cut and left 
natural without seams.
The Buttons BS straps are composed of two layers of leather coupled, cut and sewn on the 
perimeter. The lower layer is made of suede to ensure excellent stability to the instrument and 
perfect on-stage comfort. Each strap is handmade with traditional artisanal techniques.

Model 

BUTTONS BC - BS

Buttons
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EGIDIO MARCHITELLI 
gear

LUCA COLOMBO
Mini Strap Core

Model

MINI STRAP MS

The Mini Strap MS Core (Sewed) Guitar and Bass Straps are dedicated to Mini Guitars, guitars made 
to be carried on the road as hand luggage, occupying the minimum possible space. Following this 
philosophy, we have created the “more minimal” Magrabò guitar strap, which can be left attached 
to the instrument or rolled up, taking up less volume than a Blues harmonica. 
With a width of only 3 cm, it is cut to size according to the needs of the player. 
On request it is possible to make two or more holes at the rear end to ensure variations of a few 
centimeters to the adjustment. It is available in Black with White or Black stitching.
The Quality of Genuine Italian Leather with Certified Vegetable Tanning in Tuscany
completes everything, giving the shoulder strap all the peculiarities of Magrabò products.
Each strap is handmade with traditional artisanal techniques.

Sizes available from 70 to 120 cm in 2 cm steps.
Extra lengths, colors and / or custom perforations are available on request.

Mini Strap
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Model 

VINTAGE VS

Vintage VS Core (Sewed), the new Magrabò Straps for Guitar and Bass, dedicated to lovers of 
shoulder straps with shoulder pad. Designed by the Magrabò Style Lab they reflect the dimensional 
relationships and stylistic canons of our design. The comfortable and comfortable shoulder pad, 
with 20 mm Memory Foam padding, takes up the characteristic tapering of the tail of the Holes 
model, the sliding strip refers to the thinner Magrabò strap (2.7 cm)available with
buckle (Buckle version) or button (Signature Capitan Fede Buttons version) adjustment.
Variations can be added (on request) to the two regulation systems chromatic 
in the shoulder pad / string combinations and in the color of the seams,
that will make your strap even more exclusive.

The lower side of the string is in Natural Leather while 
taht of  shoulder pad is in Suede. This allows
the string to flow freely leaving the
shoulder pad fixed in its position.
The Quality of Genuine Italian Leather with
Certified Vegetable Tanning in Tuscany
complete it all by donating to these
shoulder strap all the 
typical peculiarities of 
Magrabò products.

Buckle Version

Buttons  Version
supplied with additional long tail as standard

What is Memory Foam:
It is a viscoelastic 

material, which manages to
deform and react to weights

and to the heat of the body 
in a completely innovative way.

Basically it is a material that in every
its point can deform differently.

Combined with the softness of our leathers,
allows the shoulder pad  to fit perfectly

to the musician’s shoulder, giving uncommon comfort.

Vintage
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Stripe SC Cotton Washed Special

Model 

STRIPE SC COTTON

Designed by the Magrabò Style Lab, the Stripe Cotton SC Guitar and Bass Straps also introduce 
the values of style, quality and wearability that characterize the entire Magrabò production to the 
ribbon straps. Thanks to the innovative design of the front terminal, the strap becomes an active 
part in the musician’s look allowing effective combinations with all instruments. The models have 
been enhanced using the highest quality materials, combined with original metal accessories, 
specially designed. A very wide range of variants and prices that allows every musician to find the 
right strap for his instrument.
The Stripe Cotton range is divided into the lines: 
Stripe Cotton Entry, Stripe Cotton, Stripe Cotton Washed.
Available in widths 5 - 8 cm, they are made with 100% Real Cotton Ribbon,, terminals in Genuine 
Leather with Certified Vegetable Tanning in Tuscany, Buckles, Rings, Plates and Metal Rivets. 
All design and production are 100% Thinked & Made in Italy.
Thanks to the particular buckle, they can be adjusted in length with millimeter precision from 
85 to 151 cm (depending on the version), allowing anyone to find the best position for the musical 
instrument (we create “made-to-measure” lengths).
Each strap is handmade with traditional artisanal techniques.

Stripe Cotton
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GIANLUCA CAGNOLI Gear
Stripe SS Core Nero 

Model

STRIPE SC - SS

The Stripe Core Guitar and Bass Straps are a natural evolution for the Magrabò Style Lab which has 
chosen to highlight the Quality of Genuine Italian Leather with Certified Vegetable Tanning in 
Tuscany This stylistic reinterpretation of the classic “ribbon” model has made it possible to create 
a real jewel, with the main body made of a single piece of genuine leather, with 145 cm long. The 6 
cm width and the proverbial Magrabò softness make them excellent for both guitarists and bass 
players.Thanks to the particular buckle they can be adjusted with millimeter precision from 98 
to 151 cm (with standard tail) and from 116 to 169 cm (with long tail on request) allowing anyone to 
find the best position of the musical instrument.
Made of genuine cowhide with vegetable tanning in Tuscany, the Stripe Core SC straps are made 
from a single piece of leather of adequate thickness, cut and left natural without seams.
The Stripe Core SS straps, on the other hand, are made up of two paired layers, cut and sewn on the 
perimeter. The lower layer is made of microfiber, ensuring excellent stability to the instrument and 
perfect on-stage comfort.
Stitching and microfiber are color matched to the upper leather.
Each strap is handmade with traditional artisanal techniques. 

Stripe
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GIANLORENZO MAGARO’ gear

GIANLORENZO MAGARO’ gear

Model 

ONE BUCKLE OS

The Magrabò One Buckle OS (Sewed) Guitar and Bass Straps are the “single buckle” model 
designed and created by Magrabò Style Lab.
Made of high quality genuine cowhide, with Certified Vegetable Tanning in Tuscany
they have considerable length adjustment possibilities, allowing anyone to find the
best positioning of the instrument.
The One Buckle OS straps are 4 cm wide and made up of two layers coupled, cut and sewn on the 
perimeter. The lower layer is made of microfiber (in a color matched to the upper skin) ensuring 
excellent stability to the instrument and perfect on-stage comfort.
Each strap is handmade with traditional artisanal techniques.
The first model in the catalog is All-Black, leather, stitching, microfiber on the underside are all 
black. Other colors, buckles and finishes are available on request.

Sizes available from 80 to 150 cm in 
5 cm steps.

Extra lengths, colors and custom 
buckles are available on request.

One Buckle

4140



Model 

TWIN BUCKLE TC - TS

The exclusive Twin Buckle Guitar and Bass Straps line is one of the most representative models of 
our catalog. The “double buckle” design together with the 7 cm width at the shoulder, are designed 
to offer the proverbial Magrabò comfort combined with the typical exuberance of buckle models.
Thanks to the 2 additional tails (supplied as standard), they have considerable length adjustment 
possibilities, allowing anyone to find the best set-up by placing the buckles away from the 
“support” area where the weight of the instrument is unloaded.
Made of high quality genuine cowhide leather, in most cases with Certified Vegetable Tanning in 
Tuscany, the Twin Buckle TC straps are made from a single piece of leather
of adequate thickness, cut and left natural without seams.
The Twin Buckle TS straps are made up of two layers of paired leather, cut and sewn on the 
perimeter. The lower layer is made of suede to ensure excellent stability to the instrument and 
perfect on-stage comfort.
Each strap is handmade with traditional artisanal techniques.

Twin Buckle TS Embossed Snake Brown buckle Scaled 
Agostin Custom Guitars 

Ph. Oddo Boni

Twin Buckle
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CERTIFIED GENUINE 
VEGETABLE TANNED 
LEATHER IN TUSCANY

UNIQU PIECE AVAILABLE 
TO ORDER ONLY ONLINE

HAND PAINTEDSTONE AND ROCKS WASHING

HAND PAINTED BY ARTIST

HIGH QUALITY DIRECT 
DIGITAL PRINT

RIBBON 100% 
ITALIAN COTTON

REALIZED IN GENUINE 
BOVINE LEATHER

RELIEF SURFACE

AGED, TEXTURED SURFACE

Materials and finishes

This symbology, placed next to each
product, indicates the main characteristics
of the materials used and the processes
to which they are subjected..

METALLIC SURFACE

Magrabò products 
are pointed out with the 
open hand brand, meaning that 
they are realized with 
Italian Leather certified by the 
Consortium genuine vegetable 
tanned leather in Tuscany

The Genuine Vegetable Tanned Leather in Tuscany 
absorbs our footprint, it colors itself with the passage of time 
and makes the nature customize the leather.

Vegetable tanning came from prehistory and in Tuscany iit 
has a known process, in all  of its beauty. For decades tanning 
masters have  handed down this hand crafted tradition,
today a union of antique receipts and advanced technology. 

Tanneries associated to the consortium, heirs of experiences 
and knowdleges, still today make the slow working process with 
care and passion bringing the material from row to leather, with 
the total respect of the environment.

The process is based on natural tannins coming from trees,
on new technologies and on the slow time run.
The vegetable tanning is the most traditional and known 
tanning process: it is the unique process that gives the leather 
unmistakable properties, from the versatility to the uniqueness 
of the product.

The Consortium genuine vegetable tanned leather in 
Tuscany bonds 20 artisan tanneries of the district of Tuscany 
Leather, finalized to the protection of their niche and high 
quality product, combined with the territory production 
philosophy.

Magrabo’s products (which have the open hand symbol) 
are realized with Certified vegetable tanned leather by the 
Consorzium Genuine Vegetable Tanned Leather in Tuscany.
The leather is tanned with natural tannins substracted from 
vegetables, without the use of substances prohibited  by law.
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Core finish is applied to straps using Certified High Quality Genuine 
Vegetable Tanned Leather in Tuscany.
Those leathers are tanned with natural tannins extracted from trees. 
a process based on the use of natural tannins, new technologies and 
the slow passage of time.

The result presents a high level of quality and aesthetics, together 
with a high comfort on stage.

These straps, really soft and comfortable, ensure to the musician 
continuative hours of performance without many effort, also this 
finish can be combined chromatically on stage.

Materials and finishes

Core
Materials and finishes

Embossed
Embossed finishes are realized on high quality bovine leather, tanned 
in Italy, which is treated with advanced techniques of finishing or of 
low relief print, giving the leather a perfect aesthetic to be combined 
with numbers of guitars and straps.
The final result is a strap with high quality and aesthetic level, 
together with a high comfort on stage, which will surprizes you! 
The models marked with the open hand symbol are made with 
Vegetable Tanned Leather in Tuscany.
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The Aged finishes realized on High Quality Bovine Leather, tanned in 
Italy, with particular finishes that give the straps an irregular aged or 
textured aspect, making possible original and efficient matches with 
every type of guitar and bass.

Materials and finishes

Aged
The Metallic series straps are made of Real High Quality Bovine 
Leather, with a metallic surface in different colors. The leather is 
tanned with the same process as Vegetable Tanning, followed by a 
metallizing lamination at the end of production. 
The metallizing treatment is of the highest quality and tenacity.
These models are particularly suitable for combining with guitars 
in metallic colors such as, for example: Les Paul GoldTop and other 
famous models.

Materials and finishes

Metallic
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The aged finish of Stone Washed straps was formalized thinking 
about guitars of artisan lutists, vintage guitars, Custom shop, Custom 
Shop Relic e Heavy Relic series of the main manufacturers.  
 
To the quality of the leather and the craftsmanship (common to all 
Magrabò products), we added up particular processes of washing 
and drying which use stone and rocks to the quality of leather 
and production, common for every product of Magrabò , giving the 
leather surface an amazing vintage aspect. 

The shades obtained from this process are unique, they 
characterize each strap to be the only one, even among 100 pieces of 
the same line, just as it happens to hand made guitars, like Custom 
Shop, Master Built, Relic, ecc…which have unique colors, finishes, 
sound and maneuverability.

The principal characteristic of Stone Washed line is the
washing of the straps with stone and rocks, which is
applied to ended straps. This process makes possible the
union of all the materials, which compose the strap, to be
the distinct sign of ageing and run of time.
When the strap is dried, it is softened through a dry process in barrels, 
which gives straps more softeness and comfort.

At the end of the work, the application of a protective cream,
 the manual polishing and the milling of the edges of each piece, 
give light and life to the Stone Washed straps making them
ideal companions for rank guitars.

Materials and finishes

Stone Washed

Stone Washed 515150



The Print and Art Print series are made in direct color printing, on guitar and bass 
straps in genuine high quality cowhide Made in Italy, with latest generation digital 
printing technologies. We use the same fine leathers as the Holes series straps, 
maintaining the same convenience, wearability and comfort.
The Art Print series in particular is made using original drawings by artists and 
designers, paginated on the straps by the staff of the Magrabò Style Lab.

Print - Art Print
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RICCARDO VAGLINI gear

EUGENIO CATTINI
Ph. Alberto  Bertolani

ANDY GUERRA gear
Ph. Oddo Boni

In Magrabò we still get involved and,  with the Artist Private Stock series, we measure ourselves having fun, with an 
accessory dedicated to musicians! We believes that a strap, through symbols and images, an reflect the musician’s soul, 
with style, personality, temperament and enhance his passion for music.
Magrabò Artist Private Stock, style and identity creation, are exclusive straps which give the guitarist the possibility to 
collect an object, with every artistc effect, from the uniqueness to the high and unreachable identity.
We paints by hand the Artist Private Stock straps line, inventing symbols, stories, portraying faces or painting cartoons... 
But he always paints by recalling art in a funny and artistic way. Colors keep shining, the shadows waft soft in this tight 
“vertical canvas”, inventing ornament, spots, which are delicate and primitively gestural.
The road is open to all kinds of signs and colors, also of customised hand painted Magrabo straps.
Magrabo Stile Lab has looked for pigments and colors and the research has ended with a perfect match of high-tight 
colors, which are able to be absorbed in depth by the leather without loosing brilliance and tone.
Magrabò combines design and art, creating the opportunity for musicians and enthusiasts to have a small work of art to 
compendium of their musical art.
Art on art, drawings and painting on leather... Magrabò astonishes more and more with its artisan and artistic 
collection in pure Made in Italy style 

Raffaele Gerardi paints for Magrabò 
several series Art Paint and 
Artist Private Stock.

Paint and Art Paint working are realized hand painting high quality bovine 
leather, with different paint techniques. Leather is painted before the final cut 
of the strap. We use the same leather of HS Core series, preserving the same 
comfort and wearing.
Art Paint series are hand painted by italian artists, who interprets and paints 
casual texture and themes, result of careful studies of forms and matches 
of colors. An emotional approach, arising during the artistic performances, 
transforms a piece of fine leather into an artwork.
Paintings of this series are unique pieces, they are produced one at the time and 
uploaded online soon after realizing.
Because of the uniqueness of products, the availability is limited only to pieces 
published online.

Paint - Art Paint

Illustrators
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KATE MOSS
ph. Alan Grossman

EGIDIO MARCHITELLI
Ph. Fabrizio Iozzo

EGIDIO MARCHITELLI
Ph. Fabrizio Iozzo

EGIDIO MARCHITELLI 
Gear

This artistic personalization realized on Artist Private Stock Magrabò Straps is hand 
painted on certified unique edition.
Straps are rigorously hand painted, one by one, with same colors used for the coloring of 
leather, which guarantee endurance, worthness and vivacity of colors during the time, 
leaving the surface of leather at its natural state.
Each piece carries the artist’s sign of manufacturing direclty on the strap.
Those straps preserve the creative inspiration of the artist, fixing a unique and 
irreplaceable moment, making each single piece precious, with a high value.  Exclusive 
paintings, unique pieces, with which you can make unique each perfomance, in  he 
company of your instrument.  Their originality is the distinct sign of this precious line of 
artistic straps.  High quality genuine bovine leather painted on the visible side, suede on 
the lower side with a perimetral sewing of light cotton, made after manual coloring.
Paintings of this series are uniques, products  are published online soon after realizing. 
Because of the uniqueness of products, the availability of delivery is limited only to 
pieces published online.

The first 3 hand-painted straps that 
started the series

Artist Private Stock by Magrabò

Materials and finishes

Artist Private Stock
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FEDERICO POGGIPOLLINI
Ph. Dorothy Bhawl

FEDERICO POGGIPOLLINI
Ph. Jarno Iotti

FEDERICO POGGIPOLLINI

Pino Bitetti gear

Signature Capitan Fede BSSignature Marco Fanton

We met Marco Fanton in 2017. 
In these years of collaboration, the numerous experiences and opportunities by compari-
son, they brought us to know us even beyond our 
appearance purely musical. Marco has the Volunteer Association particularly at heart 
“Play and Wellness in Pediatrics Onlus”, which donates every day moments of play and 
happiness for the children admitted to the ward Pediatrics of the Hospital of Padua.
When he proposed us to make a Signature guitar strap that also had social support 
purposes, we did not have hesitation and  immediately get to work. Born from the 
collaboration many years with Marco, this Signature was created on his specific needs.
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The Tiny neck straps for acoustic guitar are realized with
Certified Genuine  Vegetable Tanned Leather in Tuscany.
This accessorize permits to use magrabò straps also in guitars without
the attachment screw at the base of the handle .
Thanks to the metal ring (included) it can be used as a key chain.

Tiny neck strap for acoustic guitar

N.B. if used as an
acoustic strap, remove
the metal ring.

N.B. if used as an acoustic 
strap, remove the metal 
ring.

KeyChain - Pick Pouche
These original keychains, also pickpouche, are coordinated with guitar 
straps: same colors,same leather, same quality. They are made with
Certified Vegetable Tanned Leater in Tuscany. Excellent as a key ring,
they can hold several picks, but also coins, useful for the shopping cart
or for parking, USB keys to carry your music or your digital setups with 
you.
An excellent Gift Idea to take on the fly!
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Guitar Key chain
“Guitars” the Magrabò keychain in the shape of a guitar!
Made of genuine Italian cowhide with vegetable tanning in Tuscany, they reinterpret the shape of the most 
iconic guitars of the last decades. 
An evolving line to which other models will soon be added. 
An excellent Gift Idea to take on the fly!

Be remembered with a personalized keychain!
The Poket keychains are made with the same leathers and finishes as the 
HC Core - HC Embossed - HC Metallic Guitar Straps. 
Available in many shapes and sizes, they are hot-customized with the Magrabò brand, 
but you can also have them engraved with your logo, your band or your business.

Poket Keychain

examples of custom printing

example of customized shape and print
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DAVIDE VACCARI - gear 
Ph. Alessandro Bovo

K-Handle is the new handle that Magrabò has designed for your profiler!
You can buy it among the available finishes or have it coordinated to your Magrabò 
Strap, shown in the catalog! Like the Straps, they are Handmade using  Certified 
Genuine Vegetable Tanned Leather in Tuscany with an additional layer of 
internal reinforcement. Magrabo’s K-Handle is an excellent gift idea!

Some of the finishes
available on K-Handle

K-Handle, dress your Profiler!BLUES Pentatonic Pocket Emptier
BLUES is our musical interpretation of an object that is widely used every day. Designed and 
created by Oddo and Francesca in the Magrabò Style Lab, the Pentatonic Pocket Emptier is 
elegant and at the same time innovative, its pentagonal shape (inspired by the blues scale) 
is an absolute novelty. 
The sinuous lines and the positioning of the rivets are carefully studied to make it take on 
the particular three-dimensionality.  100% Hand Made in Italy, Blues is made with a single 
piece of Genuine Leather Certified by the Vegetable Tanned Leather Consortium in Tuscany, 
without seams. It is delivered in a gift box included in the price.

Pentagonal-shaped pocket emptier in Genuine Black 
Leather
- High quality genuine leather
- Certified vegetable tanning
- Magrabò personalized silver finish rivets
- Seamless
- Internal hot branding
- 100% Made in Italy
- Dimensions 22 x 22 x 6 cm
- Packed in a gift box

On request BLUES Magrabò is also available in the SPECIAL GUITARS 
version with hot stamping on the external flaps.
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ALESSANDRO PRESTI

Belt      Strap
Wear

Wear passion every day! 
T-Shirts, Sweatshirts, Belts, Soft-Shell jacket 
and Magrabò Caps, quality products branded in 
screen printing and embroidery. Useful both on 
stage and in everyday life, they are available in 
the most common sizes and in different colors.

With Belt, the passion for music is with you every day!
Magrabò belts with a musical design are one of the “wear” products what Magrabò Style Lab is developing for the 
tribe of musicians and fans. Made using exclusively Certified Genuine Vegetable Tanned Leather in Tuscany. The belt 
is 4 cm high, the colors available are Dark Brown and Black. On request it is possible to realize them in other colors and 
materials. An excellent Gift Idea for you and your musician friends!

100% Hand Made in Italy, each leather is handcrafted with traditional craft techniques.
N.B. The product may dye in case of contact with water, sweat or other liquids, as the leather has not been subjected to chemical 
treatments against humidity in order to preserve its naturalness.

Belt & Strap: the original, unmistakable Magrabò Design!
The characteristic slots arranged along the entire belt and the 
innovative additional tail, allow you to use this model also as a 
guitar or bass strap.

Create your belt with Magrabò!
We can make your Belt & Strap using 
all the Twin Buckle series buckles.

See all available variations, download the General Catalog 
or visit the website: www.magrabo.com
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Cleaning and preparation of the mold for each cup - casting of the material - waiting for solidification and opening of the mold, after 5 hours.

“Ceramic derives from the combination of earth with fire:
making it perfect means diverting its origin and nature”

A special version of the “Carducci” cup characterized by the engraving of the Magrabò brand on two sides, manually 
impressed when the  raw material is still fresh.  This mug is made with the utmost attention to detail, the resistance of 
the materials and the quality of the finishes, to build a unique piece every time. 
Perfect for serving cappuccino for breakfast. Ideal, during breaks in the recording room, to enjoy drinks such as herbal 
teas, tea, coffee and chocolate. In addition to offering an ergonomic and safe grip, it is equipped with a large handle 
with hand warmer function.

Grès is a ceramic that fires at a temperature of about 1240 ° C, vitrifying the glazes and making the surfaces 
waterproof and extremely resistant. All products, free of heavy or toxic metals, are safe for food use. 
Both the decoration done exclusively by hand, piece by piece, and the baking in the oven, can cause differences in 
shades and generate small imperfections. 
This makes each piece different from the other and represents the added value of our craftsmanship.

Hand imprint of the Magrabò logo - cleaning and drying at room temperature for 4/7 days (depending on climate) - internal and external coloring 
and drying - filling in the oven for 24 hours (12 hours to gradually rise up to 1240 ° C and 12 hours in gradual cooling up to 150 ° C).

“Appreciate the Italian Artisan 
Quality even in objects that we use in 
everyday life!”  This is the motivation 
that prompted us to create MUG 
Magrabò, the hand-engraved 
and glazed stoneware cup in four 
beautiful colors, made by master 
potters in the Bucci Ceramiche 
Artigiano Laboratory. 
Magrabò and Ceramiche Bucci, 
two excellences of Marche’s 
craftsmanship to spread
the art of Italian “know-how”.

Mug Magrabò, 
the mug in Grés

Mug Italia Magrabò
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Exhibitors and Communication

The presentation of the products in the store is of fundamental 
importance. Magrabò offers points of sale multiple display solutions 
to ensure the best possible enhancement to their creations.
Well exposed Guitar Straps, visible in every detail, easy to reach and 
touch, are the prerequisite for transmitting to the customer the 
unique and intrinsic value of Magrabò creations. 
In these pages you will find numerous solutions to set up your store 
with Magrabò products.
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Magrabò di Boni Francesca 
Strada Nazionale Adriatica Sud, 44 Int. 3  
61032 Fano (Pu)  -  Italy  -  P. IVA / VAT N° IT 02668170414
Ph. & Whatsapp   +39 0721 1862479  -  Mob.  +39 335 1242674  -  Mob. +39 366 2728030
e-mail:  info@magrabo.it       |     web site:  www.magrabo.com
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Creativity, 

manual skills 

and craftsmanship 

are the basis of

our daily doing,

to give you, 

musician, 

accessories at the level 

of your passion!


